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RAINY DAY GAME

Blow up a small paddling pool or just a
round rug on the floor. Make frogs with
green balloons, concertinaed paper legs
and big paper eyes and sing the song sat

round the 'pool'.
Create a hunt round the house to find

things that are speckled.
Make a playdoh scene as you sing the

song.
Research how many different types of
frogs there are and try to write new

verses about these frogs

OTHER FROG AND BUGS

SONGS

Have you heard our songs, 
 The Frog Song

The Frog who lost his hop 
Why do bees make honey?

We also have an Animals and
Insects Playlist on Spotify.

Five Little

Speckled

Frogs...

A FUN CHALLENGE FOR

CHILDREN AND ADULTS 

Try singing the song while
gurgling with a glass of water,

just like a frog.

Find the song in French on
YouTube and learn to sing it in

French. 
Or you could find out how to
count to 5 in lots of different

languages and sing the
numbers in those languages
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Check our YouTube

channel for more

musical games and

percussion play for 

 this song

MUSICAL RING GAME 

to play outdoors

Remember Duck Duck Goose
or Postman's Knock? 

Try making your own version
with this song. 

You could do something like
this:

One child (A) walks round
the outside of the circle of
children as everyone sings

and then on the phrase 'one
jumps into the pool', A taps
a child (B) on the shoulder.
At this point, B could jump
into the middle and A takes
B's place. Then on the new

verse B starts to walk round. 

Games to play as you sing

the song

Try having many more frogs, maybe
10 or 20? Each time different

numbers of frogs jump into the pool
and then you can work out each

time how many are left.

Turn a waste paper basket or
container into the 'pond'.

Line up scrunched up balls of paper
and try and throw them into the bin

as the frogs 'jump in the pool'.
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Frogs...
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